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Clusters of galaxies outline the network of the distribution of
visible matter in the Universe, marking the highest–mass knots
where filamentary structures join together. If we observe the sky
in X rays, clusters of galaxies stand out as cosmic lighthouses by
virtue of a thin gas trapped and heated within their gravitational
potential wells. This powerful emission is directly linked to the
total gravitating mass they contain, such that they can be effi-
ciently used as tracers of the cosmic mass distribution within a
sizeable fraction of the observable Universe. Recent observational
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campaigns have for the first time used X–ray clusters to map cos-
mic structures on scales approaching 3 billion light years. The
emerging picture is remarkably consistent with the expectation of
a low–density Universe dominated by cold dark matter.
The present–day appearance of the galaxy distribution is the result of the
gravitational growth of the initial fluctuations laid down during the very early
stages of cosmic history, coupled to dissipative processes which lit up matter
and made it visible to our telescopes. Cosmological models directly predict the
distribution and gravitational growth of the mass, not of the light we actually ob-
serve from galaxies. Thus, the grand challenge of unveiling the nature of cosmic
initial conditions from the observed structure of the Universe is a process which
is ideally characterised by two steps. The first involves constructing maps of the
distribution of luminous objects on sufficiently large scales, so as to encompass
a representative portion of the whole Universe. The second requires relating
such “light maps” to the underlying mass through a physically motivated and
robust recipe, the two distributions being in principle not related by a one–to–one
correspondence. Although nowadays galaxy surveys are able to probe the distri-
bution of luminous structures over scales larger than 100 Megaparsecs (Mpc , 1
pc=3.26 light years), their relation to the actual mass distribution depends on
the still poorly understood physics of galaxy formation and evolution.
Clusters of galaxies, the most evident concentrations in galaxy maps, can
themselves be used as tracers of the large–scale structure of the Universe. While
missing the fine details, they can be efficiently used to study extremely large
volumes at a reduced cost in terms of telescope time with respect to fully–sampled
galaxy surveys. Already the earliest statistical samples of clusters from visually–
compiled catalogues [1, 2, 3] reached typical depths of few hundreds Mpc, and the
Abell catalogue in particular [1] represents still today one of the main resources
for cosmological studies (e.g. [6, 7]). It is within the “gravitational sinks” of
galaxy clusters that evidence for the elusive dark matter was first found in the
thirties [4, 5], as a necessary ingredient to explain the fast motions observed for
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cluster galaxies.
The loose definition of a cluster as a collection of galaxies is however intrin-
sically uncertain, definitely not optimal for estimating its mass, as required for
linking observations and theoretical predictions. Fortunately, about 20–30% of
the optically invisible mass of a cluster is in the form of a diffuse hot gas [8],
trapped and heated to a temperature of the order of 108 K by its gravitational
potential. At such high temperatures, this gas is a fully ionised plasma, producing
a powerful X–ray emission by free–free electron–ion interactions, the so–called
bremsstrahlung radiation. With total luminosities of ∼ 1043− 1045 erg s−1, and
large physical dimensions (∼ 1Mpc), galaxy clusters can be recognised over the
rather sparse X–ray sky [9] as extended sources, out to very large distances. The
X–ray luminosity is shown to correlate well with the cluster mass and indeed pro-
vides a fairly direct way to make a robust comparison of the observed clustering
with the predictions of cosmological models. The most recent projects finalised
to study large–scale structure benefiting of these advantages [10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
are based on the all-sky survey by the ROSAT satellite and have so far accumulated
distances for ∼ 1000 clusters within a volume with size of the order of 1000 Mpc.
The degree of clumpiness observed in these samples on scales of several hundreds
Mpc is remarkable, and larger than previously indicated by galaxy surveys. Very
interestingly, the amplitude and shape of the corresponding distribution of mass
inhomogeneities, which for X–ray clusters can be precisely computed, point to-
ward the picture of a Universe dominated by non–baryonic cold dark matter,
whose density is about one third of that necessary for it to recollapse under its
own self–gravity. Coupled to the recent strong evidence for a nearly flat spatial
geometry from the anisotropy of the Cosmic Microwave Background [15, 16],
this reinforces the apparent need for an extra cosmic energy, what is commonly
associated with the cosmological constant.
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Large–scale view of the Universe
Modern cosmology uses the distribution of galaxies and clusters to map the struc-
ture of the Universe on scales which have presently reached a few 100 h−1Mpc
(here h is the Hubble constant, H0, in units of 100 km s
−1 Mpc−1; see Box
1). First systematic redshift surveys of galaxies started around the half of the
seventies [18] and became an industry during the last two decades (see ref. [17]
and references therein; also, see Box 1 for the definition of redshift). The main
features of the large–scale distribution of galaxies emerging from these cosmic
maps include long, thin superclusters, with stronger concentrations – rich clus-
ters – located at their intersections, surrounding large regions essentially devoid
of galaxies. This is explicitly illustrated by the top panel of Fig. 1, where we
have plotted the distribution of about 26,000 galaxies composing the Las Cam-
panas Redshift Survey (LCRS, blue points) [19]. The evident inhomogeneity in
the distribution of galaxies can be statistically quantified at the simplest level in
terms of their two–point correlation function ξ(r), which measures the excess
probability with respect to a random distribution, to observe a pair of galaxies
separated by a distance r [20] (see Box 1). The squares in Fig. 2 shows the
correlation function measured from the LCRS galaxy survey [21]. Consistently
with other samples of normal galaxies, ξ(r) is well described by a power–law
(r/ro)
−γ, with ro ≃ 5 h
−1Mpc and γ ≃ 1.8 for separations r between about 0.1
and 10 h−1Mpc. This roughly tells us that galaxies are strongly clustered within
these two decades of scales, while tending to a more homogeneous distribution
at larger separations [22, 23, 24].
This variety of observed cosmic structures is interpreted as arising from the
gravitational growth of initially tiny fluctuations, generated in the early stages of
the life of the Universe [25, 26]. Cosmological models yield predictions for the
character of such initial fluctuations in terms of their power spectrum P (k), i.e.
the Fourier transform of ξ(r) (see Fig. 3 and Box 1). However, their connection
to the observations is not trivial. While direct and reliable predictions can be
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made about the distribution of matter concentrations of a given mass [28], it
is far less straightforward to describe the clustering properties of the galaxies
which have then formed within these potential wells. A suitable recipe to re-
late their observable characteristics (as luminosity, colour and morphology) to
their actual total mass, would in fact require a complete understanding of all
physical processes regulating the formation and evolution of stars within galax-
ies. Although intensive work is currently dedicated to a better comprehension of
such mechanisms (e.g., [29, 30] and references therein), this is far from being
satisfactory.
Clusters as tracers of the cosmic web
Once we accept the idea of luminous objects as tracers of the underlying mass
structure of the Universe, we might think to alternatives to using single galaxies
for this scope. The bottom panel in Fig. 1 plots the distribution of a large sample
of clusters of galaxies[13, 31] detected by the X-ray satellite ROSAT, one typical
example of which is shown in the combined optical–X–ray picture of Fig. 4.
Comparison of the two panels of Fig. 1 gives an idea of how massive clusters
provide a coarser mapping of large–scale structure, but are very efficient to sample
extremely large (r > 100 h−1Mpc) volumes, which translates into a more modest
investment of telescope time to reconstruct their 3D distribution. In general, rich
clusters as that of Fig. 4 contain several hundreds of galaxies within a typical
size of ∼ 1 h−1 Mpc, and represent the largest gravitationally bound structures
in the Universe. Galaxies in clusters are observed to move along their orbits with
a typical line–of–sight velocity dispersion σv ∼ 1000 km s
−1, so that the time
required to a galaxy to cross the cluster is approximately tcr = r/σv ∼ 10
9 yr.
This means that, given the typical age of the Universe, tU ≃ H
−1
0 ≃ 10
10 h−1
yrs, rich clusters had enough time to evolve into dynamically relaxed systems.
While a continuous infall of galaxies moving along radial orbits takes place in the
cluster outskirts, the central regions have therefore reached virial equilibrium,
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in which the total mass is related to the galaxy velocity dispersion as Mvir ≃
3σ2vr/G ∼ 10
15 h−1M⊙. Already first pioneering attempts [4, 5] showed that
cluster masses measured in this way are about ten–times larger than expected
from the sum of the masses of the individual member galaxies. This observation
represented the earliest evidence for a “hidden” form of matter permeating the
Universe.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we have also plotted the correlation function and power
spectrum measured for clusters selected through their X–ray emission [32, 33].
Both figures show how clusters display a clustering amplitude significantly larger
than galaxies, while maintaining a similar shape: the correlation length of X–
ray luminous clusters is roughly 4 times larger, ro ≃ 20 h
−1Mpc. This gives us
an explicit demonstration of how changing the kind of tracer we are using, we
measure different clustering properties. When first observed in optically–selected
samples [34, 35, 36] this motivated the concept of bias in the distribution of
cosmic structures [37]: the strong clumpiness of the cluster distribution is just
the natural consequence of clusters tracing only the high–density peaks of the
underlying mass density field. More in general, in the cosmologists’ jargon, the
word “bias” is meant to indicate the relation between the distribution of a given
class of observable objects, like galaxies and clusters, and the underlying distri-
bution of matter: what regulates the amount of clustering of a class of objects
is just the characteristic mass of the objects themselves. In the case of clus-
ters, their correlation function and power spectrum are predicted to be amplified
with respect to those of the matter distribution, by a constant biasing factor,
whose value is uniquely known once the cluster mass and the cosmological model
are specified [28]. This has the important consequence that, given a sample of
clusters selected according to their mass, the observed clustering is a truly direct
test of the cosmological model. Surprising as it might seem to the reader, de-
spite clusters are evidently more “biased” tracers of the mass distribution with
respect to galaxies, they are more effective because their biasing factor can be
more easily computed.
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Such a theoretical simplicity has however to face the somewhat loose visual
definition of a cluster as an agglomerate of galaxies. The traditional way of
selecting clusters is in fact based on the “eyeball” detection of overdensities in
the projected galaxy distribution on the sky [1]. In the attempt to provide a
simple estimator of the cluster mass, a richness is measured by counting, within
a fiducial aperture radius, the number of galaxies which belong to the cluster.
However, partly for the difficulty of properly correcting for the contamination by
background and foreground galaxy counts [38, 39], the richness itself is intrin-
sically a poor mass indicator when compared to X–ray luminosity (see Fig. 5).
This highlights the difficulty of using the distribution of clusters selected by op-
tical richness to quantitatively constrain theoretical scenarios for the formation
of cosmic structures.
Clusters in X–rays
The first X–ray observations of nearby galaxy clusters [41, 42, 44] showed that
they are in general associated with extended X–ray sources [43], with luminosi-
ties LX in the range ∼ 10
43–1045 erg s−1, whose emission originates in a diffuse
hot intergalactic medium permeating the cluster potential well (see [45], for a his-
torical review). Since at equilibrium gas and galaxies in the cluster have to share
the same dynamics, one expects to measure a gas temperature kBT ≃ µmpσ
2
v ,
where mp is the proton mass and µ ≃ 0.6 is the gas mean molecular weight.
Given the typical cluster velocity dispersions, this corresponds to a temperature
of a few keV, which is what is indeed measured by X–ray observations. At such
energies the intra–cluster medium (ICM), which is composed mainly by hydrogen,
behaves like a fully ionised plasma with an atomic density of ∼ 10−3 particles per
cm3. The scattering between free electrons and ions in such conditions produces
a thermal bremsstrahlung radiation, which peaks in the X–ray region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. For this mechanism, the emissivity (i.e., the energy
released per unit time, frequency and volume) at frequency ν and temperature
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T scales as ǫν ∝ neniT
−1/2 exp (−hPν/kBT ), where ne and ni are the num-
ber densities of electrons and ions, respectively, and hP is the Planck constant.
This expression shows why the identification of clusters in the X–ray band is
less affected by projection effects with respect to the optical selection based on
galaxy overdensities: while the optical emission depends linearly on the number
of galaxies, the X–ray emission depends on the square of the local gas density,
making clusters stand out more sharply in the X–ray than in the optical light.
The contours in Fig. 4 explicitly show how in the X–ray band the cluster emerges
as a single, practically isolated, extended source.
The X–ray luminosity of galaxy clusters is a direct function of the total clus-
ter mass, at least in a phenomenological way [46], as demonstrated by the plot
in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. This is further supported by the observation of
a well–defined relation between the X–ray luminosity and the temperature of
the ICM, the latter being a reliable indicator of the depth of the cluster gravita-
tional potential [56, 57]. Such a relationship has been observationally calibrated
at low redshift with a fairly large number of clusters, showing that LX ∝ T
α
with α ≃ 3, a small scatter, ∼< 30%, around this relation [58, 59]. and no
evidence for evolution out to z ≃ 1.3 [60, 61, 62, 63]. These observations
have profound implications for the physics of the ICM, as the steep slope of the
luminosity–temperature relation and the lack of evolution can not be accounted
for by the action of gravity only. Additional physical mechanisms, like radiative
cooling in the central cluster regions and heating from supernovae explosions
and active galactic nuclei, seem to play a key role in the thermodynamics of the
intra–cluster gas (e.g., [64, 65], and references therein). It is worth emphasiz-
ing that, whichever mechanism determines the ICM thermodynamics, the very
fact that gas temperature and luminosity are observed to be closely correlated
demonstrates that LX is indeed a reliable diagnostic of the cluster mass.
Besides X–ray imaging, radio observations of the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (SZ)
effect are becoming an important alternative method to detect distant clusters
with a well–defined mass selection (see [66] and [67] for recent reviews). The
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SZ effect is observed as a surface brightness variation in the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) in the direction of a galaxy cluster and is produced by the
scattering of CMB photons on the energetic electrons of the ICM (what is known
as inverse Compton). Owing to its nature, the SZ signal depends only on the
total thermal energy of the ICM, and is less sensitive than the X–ray emission
to its detailed structure and complexity. Although the SZ signal has been now
detected for several known clusters, no systematic blind search based on this
effect has been realized to date. The extensive use of this technique for large–
scale structure studies will become feasible only with the next generation of
high–resolution micro–wave surveyors, as the Planck satellite.
Clustering of X–ray clusters and implications for cosmology
A quantitative measure of the clustering of X–ray clusters has been possible
only in recent years, and on rather pioneeristic samples [47]. A major leap
forward has been provided by the ROSAT All–Sky Survey (RASS, [48]), which
for the first time provided a X–ray imaging survey of the whole sky, in which
thousands of clusters as faint as fX = 10
−12erg s−1 cm−2 can be detected
1. Early studies of X–ray clusters identified within sub–regions of the RASS
produced first estimates of the clustering of these objects [49, 50, 51, 52]. The
quality of such X–ray cluster catalogues has substantially improved through the
recent completion of the optical identification and redshift measurement for a
statistically complete sample of nearly 500 RASS clusters over half of the sky
[13, 31] (see also Fig. 1). Benefitting of the precision intrinsic to the X–ray
selection, these data are now providing an unprecedented large–scale description
of the structure of the Universe and a powerful testbed for cosmological scenarios.
Figs. 2 and 3 highlight the accuracy with which the clustering of clusters is now
1Depending on the technology of their mirrors and detectors, different X–ray satel-
lites cover different energy ranges, which need to be specified when quoting fluxes and
luminosities. The ROSAT band used here covers the energy range 0.1–2.4 keV.
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measured on intermediate scales (∼ 10–100 h−1Mpc) by the correlation function
[32] and on the largest scales achievable to date (∼ 500 h−1Mpc) with the power
spectrum [33]. Extension of this work to the whole sky [14] and to fainter fluxes
will eventually result in a complete sample of about 1500 clusters at a median
redshift z ≃ 0.1.
Given the well–defined X–ray selection function for these samples, the in-
terpretation of the observed clustering in terms of cosmological models is now
relatively straightforward. Once the gravitational growth of cluster–sized mass
clumps within a given model is predicted, either analytically [28, 55] or numer-
ically [53, 54], then the corresponding X–ray emission from the ICM can be
computed using the mass–temperature–luminosity relation discussed in the pre-
vious section. Fig. 6 is an illustrative example of the development of cosmic
structures as generated by a modern numerical N–body experiment, simulating
the gravitational growth of clustering from given initial conditions and capable
to precisely resolve individual cluster–sized clumps while at the same time fol-
lowing their distribution on scales of several hundreds Megaparsecs. The mass–
luminosity connection makes it possible to compute the correlation function and
power spectrum that clusters with a given X–ray luminosity are predicted to have
in each model [51, 52, 33, 32]. Remarkably, the amplitude of the correlation func-
tion and the scales over which clusters are observed to be still inhomogeneously
distributed, consistently require a low–density Universe dominated by cold dark
matter (CDM), with density parameter Ωm ∼ 0.3. This is illustrated by the two
curves in Figs. 2 and 3, chosen to be both consistent with CMB anisotropies
on small [15, 16] and large [68] angular scales, but with different Ωm. Even a
small increase of the density parameter from 0.3 to 0.5 produces a clear lack
of coherence on scales above 100 h−1Mpc. This gives an idea not only of the
quality reached by current data, but also of the role future surveys of X–ray
clusters could play in the framework of next decade high–precision cosmology,
when observations at different wavelengths will combine to pin down the values
of cosmological parameters with high accuracy (e.g. [69]).
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Clusters and the evolution of the Universe
We have marked in Fig. 6 the positions of clusters with a mass corresponding
to a temperature larger than 3 keV, which translates into a luminosity of about
1044 erg s−1. The two z > 0 snapshots correspond to look–back times of 5.7
and 9.0 billion years for the L03 cosmology and to 6.6 and 9.5 billion years for
the EdS cosmology. Despite the similar pattern produced at the present time
(z = 0), the past histories of the two models are very different. The most striking
feature is probably the fast decay in the abundance of hot, massive clusters as a
function of redshift in the Ωm = 1 model, in contrast to the mild changes visible
in the low–density model. This remarkable evolutionary difference represents one
of the major motivations for the recent deep X–ray searches of clusters down to
fluxes about 1/100 that of the RASS (see refs. [70, 71] and references therein).
Clusters at z ≃ 0.5 are nowadays not considered as exceptions and even few
examples of z∼> 1 X–ray bright clusters are now known [72]. The major result
reached by these surveys is the evidence for a weak evolution of the bulk of the
cluster population out to z ≃ 1, again consistent with the picture of a low–Ωm
Universe.
Besides the cluster number density – which basically measures the degree
of initial inhomogeneity on scales ∼< 10 h
−1Mpc Mpc – the large–scale pattern
also evolves in a markedly different way between the two models of Fig. 6, this
difference being mainly driven by the value of the density parameter [73, 74]
(see Box 1). Could we follow this evolution back in redshift using available X–
ray selected clusters? Unfortunately, this is not yet possible: even the largest
deep surveys contain only ∼ 100 clusters within relatively small patches spread
over the whole sky, which gives no chance to map their distribution within a
sufficiently large contiguous volume at redshift z > 0.3. For this to be possible,
a large–area X–ray survey would be needed, reaching a flux limit significantly
fainter than the ROSAT All Sky Survey2.
2 For example, detecting a typical cluster with X–ray luminosity LX ∼ 10
44
h
−2 erg
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A strong progress in X–ray astronomy is foreseen for the next few years, in
relation to the newly–launched AXAF-Chandra and XMM-Newton X–ray satel-
lites. Also, new improved X–ray observatories are currently under study [75].
Still, none of these missions will be ideal for extended studies of large–scale
structure, as they are not designed to perform an all–sky survey, or at least to
cover a large enough (∼ 1000 sq. deg.) contiguous area. Covering the whole
sky in a reasonable time and with about 100 times higher sensitivity than the
ROSAT All–Sky Survey would be feasible even now, given current advances in the
technology of X–ray optics [76]. An all–sky survey to this depth would contain
more than 100,000 clusters out to z ∼ 1, with about 15,000 of these laying
above z∼> 0.5. Although no such experiment is currently funded, several ideas
and proposals are circulating in the scientific community. We can hope that
the enormous potential of X–ray clusters to follow the shaping process of the
Universe will soon make these projects become reality.
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Box 1: A large–scale structure primer
The redshift z of a galaxy is defined as the fractional increase in the observed
wavelength of the emitted radiation with respect to its laboratory value: z =
(λ−λo)/λo. In the standard cosmological model this is interpreted as due to the
global expansion of the Universe, and to first approximation (i.e., neglecting any
acceleration of the cosmic expansion) it can be thought as the consequence of a
recession velocity vrec = c z (where c is the speed of light), proportional to the
distance to the galaxy itself, vrec ≃ Ho d. This is the empirically verified Hubble
law and the constant of proportionality Ho is the famous Hubble constant.
Through this relation, we can measure the distance to far–away galaxies by
simply observing the red–shift in their spectrum.
According to the picture of gravitational instability, cosmic structures arise
from the gravitational growth on initially tiny inhomogeneities, generated in the
very early stages of the Universe life. These cosmic inhomogeneities are described
by the fluctuation field δ(~x, z) = (δρ/ρ)~x,z, where ρ(~x, z) is the density of the
Universe at the point ~x and at redshift z. A basic statistical characterization of
δ(~x) is represented by its two–point correlation function, ξ(r), which describes the
excess fluctuations with respect to a uniform distribution. The Fourier transform
of ξ(r) is the power spectrum
P (k) =
1
2π2
∫
∞
0
dr ξ(r)
sin kr
kr
. (1)
The power spectra of two representative cosmological models are compared in
Fig. 2 to observational results. Even keeping fixed the assumption of a Universe
dominated by Cold Dark Matter (CDM), different shapes for the matter P (k)
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can be obtained by varying the values of Ωm, h and the amount of baryons
[77]. Its amplitude is instead usually determined in a phenomenological way, by
matching some observed measure of the root–mean–squared (rms) fluctuation
(in the mass, not in the light!) at some scale. One way is to reproduce the level of
CMB anisotropy measured by the COBE satellite [68], that probes fluctuations
on scales ∼ 103Mpc. On a completely different range of scales, an alternative
method is offered by the local abundance of galaxy clusters, in virtue of their
ability to probe the mass fluctuations. Since they formed from the collapse
of density fluctuations on a scale ≃ 10 h−1Mpc, their number density today
is directly proportional to the rms amplitude of such fluctuations at the onset
of their growth. As massive clusters arise from rare high peaks of the density
fluctuation field, their number density is rather sensitive to the amplitude of these
fluctuations, providing a precise constraint on the amplitude of P (k) [78, 79, 80,
69]. For instance, the simulations shown in Fig. 6 refer to two models having
different Ωm but normalisation tuned so as to produce a comparable number of
clusters at z = 0.
Once P (k) is normalised at the present time, its amplitude in the past depends
on the evolution of density fluctuations. As long as fluctuations are small, their
growth is independent of the position, so that δ(~x, z) = D(z)δ(~x, z = 0). The
redshift dependence of D(z) is determined by comparing the time–scales for
gravitational collapse of a perturbation and for the expansion of the Universe
[25, 26]. These two time scales are actually always identical when Ωm = 1,
thus implying that the perturbation growth equals the cosmic expansion factor:
D(z) = (1+z)−1. For a low–density Universe, the two time–scales are similar at
early epochs, while the cosmic expansion overtakes the fluctuation growth when
the former stops feeling the self–gravity of the Universe. This happens at an
epoch corresponding to 1 + z ≃ Ω−1/3m or 1 + z ≃ Ω
−1
m in the cases with and
without a cosmological constant providing flat geometry, respectively. Therefore,
in a low–Ωm Universe the fluctuations growth progressively slows down at later
epochs and eventually freezes.
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The plots in Fig. 6 clearly show the different degree of evolution characterising
models with different values of Ωm, as witnessed by the different number of
clusters already formed at high redshift. For this reason, the determination of
the number density of distant clusters is a powerful diagnostic for cosmological
models (see refs.[81, 62] and references therein).
Figures
Figure 1:
Maps of the cosmic web. The top panel shows the distribution of∼ 26, 000 galax-
ies in the Northern and Southern slices of the Las Campanas Redshift Survey[19]
(LCRS), to a maximum distance of 600 h−1Mpc from the observer, located in
the centre. The typical morphology of large–scale structure, with filaments and
voids is evident. Superimposed on the “blue dust” of the galaxy distribution,
the green circles mark the positions of those X–ray clusters of galaxies from the
REFLEX survey [13] that lie approximately within the volume of the LCRS. The
full volume of the REFLEX survey (which contains all clusters brighter than an
X–ray flux of 3×10−12 erg s−1cm−2 over a large part of the southern sky) within
the same distance limit, is shown in the bottom panel (similar orientation, South
is up for clarity). The much larger volume sampled by clusters and their clustering
along filamentary structures is evident. The missing part of the hemisphere cor-
responds to the region highly obscured by the Milky Way disk (±20◦ in galactic
latitude). Similar volumes will be partly filled by galaxy redshift measurements
only in the coming years [82, 83].
Figure 2:
Statistical description of clustering. The two–point correlation functions ξ of
galaxies (squares) and X–ray clusters of galaxies (circles), computed from the
two data sets of Fig. 1 [21, 32], plotted as a function of separation rs (where
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the suffix s indicates that all object distances are computed from the measured
redshift). The curves are the predictions of two CDM models, with different
density parameters Ωm, for an X–ray cluster survey with the same flux–limit
as the real data. Solid curve: Ωm = 0.3 and Hubble parameter h = 0.7;
dashed curve: Ωm = 0.5 and h = 0.6. Both models have flat spatial geometry
provided by a cosmological constant contribution (i.e. Ωm+ΩΛ = 1) and power–
spectrum normalization chosen so as to be consistent measured CMB anisotropies
[68, 15, 16]. Also, we take Ωbarh
2 = 0.019 for the baryon density [84].
Figure 3:
The power spectrum of the distribution of galaxies and X–ray clusters of galaxies
from the data of Fig. 1. The squares are from galaxy data, which in addition
to the LCRS points (filled squares [27]), include a measure from another survey
with better volume coverage (open squares [85]). The filled circles show instead
an estimate of the power spectrum of X-ray selected clusters from the REFLEX
survey [33]. Note the rather different amplitude between the galaxy and cluster
power spectra, similarly to that shown by correlation functions (see Fig. 2). The
two curves are theoretical predictions from the same cosmological models shown
in Fig. 2.
Figure 4:
The visual and X–ray appearance of the rich galaxy cluster RXCJ1206.2-0848 at
redshift z = 0.44, discovered by the REFLEX survey [31]. The optical image has
been obtained by combining three images taken with the ESO 3.6 m telescope,
corresponding to the red, green and blue bands. The yellowish colour of objects
in the central region reflects the old stellar population characterising elliptical
galaxies, that typically dominate in cluster cores. Note also the presence of at
least two probable gravitational arcs (with blue colour), near the central giant el-
liptical galaxy. These are the result of the gravitational lensing phenomenon, by
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which the cluster mass distorts and amplifies the images of background galaxies
(thus providing an independent way to probe its potential [86]). The contours
show the X–ray emission from the cluster measured by the ROSAT All–Sky Sur-
vey, which yield a luminosity LX ≃ 5 × 10
44 h−2 erg s−1. The field of view in
this image is about 5 arcmin, corresponding to a physical size of ∼ 1 h−1Mpc at
the cluster distance.
Figure 5:
Correlations between mass and observational properties of galaxy clusters. The
correlations with Abell [1, 2] richness counts Nc (upper panel) and their X–ray
bolometric luminosity LX,bol (lower panel), based on the merge of a compilation
of clusters with accurate measures of velocity dispersion [40] and a sample of X–
ray bright Abell clusters (XBACs [10]). Cluster masses are estimated by applying
the virial theorem to the velocity dispersions of member galaxies. In both panels,
filled circles are for those clusters belonging to XBACs, while open circles are
for those Abell clusters that have too low a X–ray emission to be included in
XBACs. The weak correlation in the upper panel demonstrates the difficulty
of using clusters selected by optical richness to strongly constrain cosmological
scenarios. This aim is better achieved with clusters selected by X–ray luminosity,
which clearly shows a tighter correlation with the cluster mass.
Figure 6:
The evolution of gravitational clustering simulated using an N–body code for
two different models. Each of the three redshift snapshots shows a region with
250 h−1Mpc side and 75 h−1Mpc thick (co–moving with the cosmic expansion).
Each simulation contains about two millions particles. The upper one describes
a flat low–density model with Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7 (L03), while the lower an
Einstein–de-Sitter model (EdS) with Ωm = 1. In both cases the amplitude of the
power spectrum is consistent with the number density of nearby galaxy clusters
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[78, 79] and with the large–scale CMB anisotropies [68]. Superimposed on the
dark matter distribution, the yellow circles mark the positions of galaxy clusters
that would be seen shining inX–rays with a temperature T > 3 keV, as computed
from the cluster mass according to the relation calibrated from hydrodynamical
simulations [56]. The size of the circles is proportional to temperature.
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